As the main factor that influences classification quality, uncertainty characterization is analysis of area classes based on remotely sensed imagery and auxiliary data. This study focuses on uncertainty comparison between reference and classification maps. By referring to information classes and data classes respectively, experiment using real data sets was carried out to quantify uncertainty in area-class maps. Contingency tables and an information theory measure of shared information, percentage of average mutual information (%AMI), were applied to compare the uncertainty between pairs of area-class maps, where maximum likelihood classifier was used to classify the image into area-class map with different reference data on the discriminant space. Results show that there exist large impacts of semantic bias in different reference on classification uncertainty. Therefore, further improving upon the effect of bias in reference data will be studied to enable a more accurate assessment of the quality of classification.
1.Introduction
Information about occurrences and dynamics of land cover and other thematic classes is becoming increasingly important for ecosystem modeling research. The production of area-class maps, such as those depicting land cover, using an image classification has been one of the most common applications of remote sensing. However, information derived from remote sensing often suffers from various errors because many biophysical processes underlying land cover cannot be remotely monitored with adequate accuracy due to the difficulties of separating one class from another when both showing similar spectral signatures. As land cover mapping have been extended from local, regional, national, to global scale, it is required that uncertainty in remotely sensed land cover information be quantified and handled correctly [1] .
There has been increasing research on uncertainty in spatial information and analysis [2] . Uncertainty for categorical maps can be approached from inaccuracy in class labeling, which is commonly handled by constructing confusion matrices and computing various accuracy metrics, such as percent correctly classified pixels and kappa coefficients of agreement. In addition, many scholars have already recognized the value of entropy theory that shows special predominance in measuring the uncertainty of special data, and have tried to build precision evaluating models based on it such as information entropy, fuzzy entropy and cross-entropy [3] .
However, little attention has been paid to uncertainty characterization in categorization based on semantic mismatch analysis. The lack of land cover reference data results in the decomposition of error quantification in categorization due to partially inherent consistency and the degree of bias of different reference data. Thus, reference data bias and its impacts should be considered in uncertainty characterization for area-class maps.
This paper is concerned with uncertainty comparison between reference and classification maps with respect to information classes and data classes, respectively. First, the method of discrimiant space was proposed, which follows the concept of phase space in physics and is useful to reinforce consistency in area-class mapping [4] . Then two classification methods derived from maximum likelihood classifier were used to classify the image into area-class maps, and confusion matrices or contingency tables were established. Finally, the concept of mutual information from information theory, AMI, was introduced for uncertainty comparison, which includes two aspects: 1) uncertainty characterization for reference and classification maps; 2) analysis on change in uncertainty of one map given specific class label information in the other map. the Z values at a point x to the class at that point:
Methods

Discriminant Models for
, so that any point in geographic space maps to a point in the Z space.
To implement discriminant model, class model is required, which maps measurement to classes and discriminant realizations Z to realizations of area-class map C. A classifier can be seen as the mapping from measurement to class labels and expressed as:
where f k calculates measures of proximity to indicate categorical similarity to class k, with the predicted prevailing class ˆ( ) C x taking the maximum utility. To map probabilistic distributions of classes in Z space, the probability density function of a random variable will be estimated.
In discriminant space, a linear model may be prescribed for measurement vector Z at location x: 
whereˆ ( 
( x G Z is the posteriori probability. Knowledge of prior probabilities can be obtained from expert knowledge or historical data.
To obtain the class-conditional probability density function, the nonparametric estimation may be used. Then maximum likelihood classification algorithm was modified to two classification methods:
MLC1 -Kernel density estimation (KDE) is used to estimate the probability density function of discriminant variables which will be input to Eq. 2.
MLC2 -k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm (kNN) is used to estimate the probability density function of discriminant variables which will be input to Eq. 2.
The Calculation of %AMI for Uncertainty Comparison.
The methodology of mutual information analysis employs the concept of common entropy, which has been used in many fields [5] . An overall assessment of the degree of shared information in a pair of maps may be represented by the average mutual information. In this regard, the information content of a map is its uncertainty. For a probabilistic system, uncertainty may be expressed in terms of entropy. For map X, the Shannon entropy may be calculated from:
where i p is the proportion of the mapped area in class i and K is a constant that is often, and here, equal to 1. For a pair of maps of the same location, X and Y, let there be i class in map X and k class in map Y. The AMI may be expressed as a percentage of the uncertainty in a map selected for reference purpose. With map X selected as the reference, the %AMI is: (4) where ( ) p y x is the conditional probability of a pixel in map Y belonging to class k given that it is in class i on map X. Sometimes it may be useful to focus on specific class(es) in the map. On an individual class basis, a posteriori entropy for one map given the class label information from the other may be used to evaluate the amount of information shared by the maps [6] . The a posteriori entropy of X once k y is known may be calculated from:
The difference between ( ) H X and ( | ) k H X y is the change in uncertainty about the class of a pixel in map X. If the difference is more than 0, it shows the uncertainty decrease given the knowledge of k y . The change in entropy that occurs through knowledge of k y can be expressed as a percentage of the entropy of map X through , with bands 1-5 and 7 at 30 meters resolution. A subset covering 500 by 500 Landsat TM image pixels was selected as the data set for the studies. This study area was chosen for its terrain undulation and typicality in land cover (5 class labels), the 5 land cover labels are 1-open water, 2-forest, 3-grassland/shrub, 4-agriculture, and 5-wetlands. Tasseled cap transformation was performed with the Landsat TM image, and bands of brightness and greenness were selected and transformed via Choleski factorization so that Euclidean distance can be computed in lieu of Mahalanobis distance. This resulted in the discriminant covariates. A training set of 3,000 pixels was sampled selectively to represent land cover observed. As discussed previously, data classes can be usefully derived from the data set that was labeled with information class names for the purpose of discerning effect due to data and information class semantic biases. This was done by plotting all pixels in the Z space discretized into a grid of 256 by 256 cells and summarizing land cover class labels of pixels falling in individual grid cells. The resultant class probability vectors estimated for all pixels were considered as the mean class probabilities. The majority class labels in these grid cells were taken as the labels of data classes so that all pixels were separable in the Z space. This gave rises to the map showing data classes of land cover, which corresponds but does not equal to information classes of land cover. Data classes for the 3,000 training pixels were recorded based on the data class map derived above. Thus, we had two sets of training data for land cover mapping, one for data classes and the other for information classes.
Classification Results Analysis.
The training samples were used for class-conditional probability density estimation (by KDE and KNN) in the Z space, and those Z data (discriminant covariates) were input to an interpolator on the probability surfaces, then MLC1 and MLC2 were carried out to generate the posteriori probabilities, and then resulted in four sets of probability vector maps for all 250,000 pixels in the study area, two for data classes and the other two for information classes. Area-class maps were generated; also output was the discrete classification output from the realized area-class maps.
Comparing classification results with respect to different reference data, confusion matrices were obtained, which can accommodate accuracy metrics, and AMI between reference and classification maps that may be expressed as percentage of uncertainty in classification maps selected for different reference purposes. Table 1 and 2 reveal uncertainty characterization in reference and classification maps, which is shown by the assessment of the degree of correspondence between the class labels in classification maps and reference maps with respect to information classes and data classes, respectively, and the degree of difference between them.
For classification maps derived from MLC1, it shows that grassland/shrub in classification maps closely corresponded to grassland/shrub in reference maps for both information classes and data classes of land cover, with 99.74% and 100% of pixels, respectively; While, open water and agriculture in classification map are not corresponded to those in reference map of information classes(with 0 percent of pixels), agriculture and wetlands in classification map are not corresponded to those in reference map of data classes(with 0 percent of pixels).
Consider the comparison between reference data and MLC2 classification. From Table 1 , it is also grassland/shrub in classification map most closely corresponded to that class in reference map of information classes, with 87.54% of pixels, while agriculture in classification map is the next closely corresponded to that class in reference map of information classes, with 65.04% of pixels, and then are forest, open water and wetlands, with 46.59%, 40.96% and 32.7%, respectively. A similar pattern of results can be discerned in Table 2 , which shows results based on data classes.
An overall assessment of the degree of shared information in the classification and the reference maps may be expressed in terms of the amount of shared information in the maps, represented by the %AMI. The AMI of classification map derived from MLC1 and reference map of information classes is 0.0072 (2.06% of the information in the reference map), while the AMI of classification map derived from MLC1 and reference map of data classes is 0.0026 (only 0.98% of the information in the reference map). The AMI of classification maps derived from MLC2 and reference maps of information classes and data classes are 0.0841 and 0.0413, respectively. Therefore, it may be inferred that the differences between classification maps derived from MLC1 and reference maps of both information classes and data classes are more than 95 percent, while the differences between classification maps derived from MLC2 and reference maps of information classes and data classes are 75.94% and 84.47%, respectively, which are less than 85 percent.
3.3 Analysis on Change in Uncertainty for Specific Class. From aforementioned calculations, it is easy to obtain the cross-tabulation of information classes and data classes, the cross-tabulation of classifications by MLC1 referring to information classes and data classes, and the cross-tabulation of classifications by MLC2 concerning the two references. The difference between the entropy of one map and a posteriori entropy based on an individual class may be quantified to evaluate the amount of change in uncertainty for specific class. Using Eq.6, the percentage change in uncertainties were calculated and shown in Fig. 1 . In Fig.1 , The blue line with diamond mark, the mauve line with square mark, and the yellow line with triangle mark denote the percentage change in uncertainties of reference maps, classification maps derived from MLC1, and classification maps derived from MLC2, respectively. Fig. 1(a) shows the percentage change in uncertainties for maps referring to data classes given each class in maps referring to information classes. From the blue line with diamond mark, Class 3(grassland/shrub) has the best reduction in uncertainty, 60.86%; Class 1(open water), 4(agriculture) or 5(wetlands) would increase the uncertainty about classes in reference map of data classes; In this regard, Class 2(forest) and Class 3(grassland/shrub) on the reference map of information classes can play a role identifying the land cover type of reference map of data classes. From the mauve line with square mark, Class 1, 4 and 5 has the best reduction in uncertainty, 100%; While, Class 2 has the lowest change in entropy (-22.14%), actually increasing uncertainty about the identity of the class in the classification maps by MLC1 referring to information classes. From the yellow line with triangle mark, Class 5 has the best reduction in uncertainty, 73.18%, and Class 3 is next highest at 55.94%. Fig. 1(b) shows the percentage change in uncertainties for maps referring to information classes given each class in maps referring to data classes. Fig. 1 indicates that the change in uncertainty for specific class in classification maps derived from MLC1 is more discrepant with that change of reference maps than that in classification maps derived from MLC2. This is because the results of MLC1 are sensitive to class-conditional probability density, whose specification was based on kernel density estimation.
Conclusions
This paper discussed the correspondence of uncertainty for pairs of area-class maps with respect to information classes and data classes.
Discriminant models help to obtain data classes that are non-overlapping in the Z space and made to coincide with information classes for the purpose of discerning effect due to data and information class semantic biases. Also, the models make for the probabilistic distributions mapping of classes, which is required by the estimation of class-conditional probability density for MLC methods.
According to the calculation of %AMI for pairs of area-class maps, it is feasible to introduce the information theory into uncertainty comparison, which determines the difference between specific maps. Further study concerning the significant level of the differences may be considerable.
By comparing uncertainty in pairs of area-class maps, it is found that there exist large impacts of semantic bias in different references on classification uncertainty; this should be concerned in later research, so that we may conduct a well-informed uncertainty management.
